Every member of the campus community — from tenured professors to facilities staff — has the power to help prevent sexual violence. Adopt a zero-tolerance policy for discriminatory actions, attitudes & behaviors that can lead to harassment or misconduct. #ALIGNOhio

Campus faculty & staff members become an integral part of Ohio students’ success stories. Ensure the safety of their academic narrative by helping cultivate an inclusive learning environment for all. If we ALIGN our community, we can create a campus where sexual violence can be realized, identified & prevented.

Teaching, developing and advancing education calls for faculty & staff to help protect students from sexual violence. Let’s ALIGN our responsibilities and empower each other to identify and intervene in situations that can lead to sexual violence.

Ohio leads the country in the effort to address and eliminate campus sexual violence. As dedicated members of the higher education community, you can help #ALIGNOhio and cultivate a safe and inclusive environment for all. Voice your concern and notify the Title IX Office if you observe a troublesome situation.

To eliminate sexual violence on Ohio’s campuses and support our students, we can ALIGN our efforts and create a culture of caring. Simple acts such as taking notice, voicing your concern and inquiring after them can make a difference. #ALIGNOhio
We all want to see our students succeed. That means doing your part to address campus sexual violence. Every campus in Ohio offers prevention and response training for faculty and staff. Get in touch with your Title IX coordinator to find out how you can get involved. #ALIGNOhio

To cultivate a safe campus environment, we need to **ALIGN our efforts** and intervene in situations that normalize the perpetration of sexual violence. By identifying and challenging problematic attitudes and behaviors, campus faculty and staff can hold peers, coworkers, and students accountable.